INAUGURAL GRADUATE STUDENT DAY

Competition for Best Graduate Student Presentation for students seeking masters and/or doctoral degrees.

July 11th, 2020
San Juan, Puerto Rico
102nd AATSP Annual Conference

Interested Graduate Students must upload their proposals at the AATSP Conference Proposal Portal to be considered for Graduate Student Day at aatsp.org
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese Invites Students to Graduate Student Day 2020 AATSP Annual Conference in Puerto Rico

Join the inaugural Graduate Student Day presentation competition!

Graduate Student Day will be held during the 102nd AATSP Annual Conference, July 9-12, 2020 at the Caribe Hilton in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Graduate Student Day will feature a competition for the Best Graduate Student Presentation. The competition will be held on Saturday, July 11, 2020.

The competition for Best Graduate Student Presentation is for students seeking masters and/or doctoral degrees. Please consult the AATSP mission statement for appropriate submission topics that include research in Literary and Cultural Studies and the Language Sciences relating to the study and teaching of Spanish and Portuguese.

Graduate Student Day offers the opportunity to meet professors from other colleges and universities and have them evaluate your work. Winners will be considered for the Spanish & Portuguese Review, AATSP’s peer-reviewed journal for graduate students.

The AATSP has committed to offering a minimum of six Graduate Student Travel Stipends of $500.00 each. The Association is actively looking for additional funding for this initiative.

Interested Graduate Students must upload their proposals at the AATSP Conference Proposal Portal to be considered for Graduate Student Day at AATSP.org

Go to AATSP.org where preliminary information about the conference is available with more coming soon in mid-September.